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Questions raised concerning
the cyber component of the
Military Programming Law

Although essential, the handful of measures

included in the French Military Programming

Law (LPM), designed to strengthen the

capacity of the French National

Cybersecurity Agency (ANSSI) to detect and

anticipate vulnerabilities and attacks on our

critical digital networks, have raised a series

of technical and legal questions. The private

sector insists on the need for debate on

these complex issues.

Read the article

No, an AI-piloted drone did
not turn against its operator,
at least not officially

What if AI turned on its creator and a

combat drone killed its human operator?

This Terminator-like scenario is not the work

of some science �ction author, but the

result of combat AI simulations led by the

US Air Force. Or perhaps not, as the USAF

has �rmly denied comments made recently

by one of its o�cers at a conference.

Read the article

Geopolitical issues
surrounding semiconductors,
the "oil of the 21st century"

Semiconductors are an essential component

of mobile phones, cars, satellites and

missiles. As such, these electronic chips

pervade every part of our daily lives. They

are also a major challenge when it comes to

industrial independence. The shortage

caused by the increase in demand for

connected objects during the Covid-19

pandemic highlighted the industry’s

dependence on Asia.

Read the article

(OneTrust) Automated
certification as a pillar of
trust

What does automated certi�cation involve?

What are its bene�ts, scope and operational

practices? Alexandre Berthier, Strategic

Account Sales Director at OneTrust, provides

the answers.

Read the article
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Local authorities declare war on cybercrime

They spend two months looking around your information system. They crash the entire system

in two hours. And it takes you two years to recover. The 2-2-2 principle is an apt summary of what

cybercriminals do when they attack companies, hospitals or local authorities.

Read the edito

SAVE THE DATE - InCyber Forum Europe

October 25 & 26

The 15th edition of the International Cybersecurity Forum (FIC) Europe was held on April 5, 6

and 7, 2023, at the Grand Palais in Lille. With a record number of visitors and partnerships, the

FIC continues to establish itself as the industry’s major event, and the place to announce

European initiatives in cybersecurity and digital con�dence.
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